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Geysers
Capacity: 80 MW
Generation: 175,000 MWh

GREEN ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES

OP P O RT U NI TY

Big Creek
Capacity:
Generation:

Th e G r i d M ay B e S m a r t, B u t
Wi l l I t A l s o B e G r e e n ?

T

he push is on to make the nation’s aging electricity grid
smarter, so it can handle growing demand for electricity. Many
assume that a smart grid will also be a green grid — delivering
clean electricity and helping to address climate change. But
that’s not necessarily so.

Details also bedevil another feature of the expanded, smarter
grid — new transmission lines. In California, San Diego Gas and
Electric has been pushing to build a major new power line into
the neighboring Imperial Valley. The utility has been selling the
idea in part on its environmental benefits.

Giving the grid a brain doesn’t necessarily mean it will make
green decisions. Likewise, the big push to expand the electric
grid into areas rich in renewable energy doesn’t guarantee that
the new, improved grid will be more climate-friendly.

But California Public Utilities Commissioner Dian Grueneich is
skeptical.

Smart grid technology means several kinds of innovations. One
is that both customers and utilities will be able to monitor
electric use, minute by minute. Steve Nadel, who runs a
nonprofit called the American Council for an Energy-Efficient
Economy, says information alone doesn’t make the smart grid
green.
“As a friend of mine says, a smart grid needs smart programs
needs smart rates,” Nadel says.
Smart programs could, for example, help people see how they’re
using electricity so they can find painless ways to conserve. And
smart rates could create incentives for people to save electricity,
by charging more at some times and less at others. In principle,
cheaper energy should encourage environmentally friendly
objectives. But Nadel says not all smart grid experiments make
green sense.
“Some utilities have programs to encourage nighttime lighting,”
Nadel says. “Gee, make your house look beautiful. Make it more
secure. Light up like Times Square or something. That’s an
example. And don’t worry, it’s only 2 cents a kilowatt-hour.
We’ll give you a special nighttime discount.”
In some cases, people use not only more energy, but dirtier
energy, too. That’s because in some parts of the country,
nighttime electricity often comes from coal-fired power plants.
They’re usually the cheapest source, so they are used first. When
demand is higher during the day, the additional electricity is
more likely to come from cleaner natural gas. So in parts of
the country that rely heavily on coal power, nighttime energy
means dirtier energy.
Nadel says the good news is that smart grid pilot programs so
far have largely encouraged conservation.
“Some of them have saved quite a bit of energy,” he says. “Some
have built some load. The devil is always in the details.”

Moss Landing
Capacity:
Generation:

2,800 MW
5,000,000 MWh

Rio Bravo

“Anybody who’s proposing a transmission line in the United
States these days is going to claim it’s going to be used for
renewable — it’s going to be a ‘green’ line because that’s mom
and apple pie,” Grueneich says.
During the public utilities commission’s hearings about whether
to approve the Sunrise power line, San Diego Gas and Electric
said the project would bring huge amounts of clean solar and
geothermal energy into San Diego.
The utility was basing its arguments on clean energy sources
it hopes will be developed in the Imperial Valley in the coming
years. But Grueneich says hopes and aspirations are a lot
different from legally binding commitments.
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250,000 MWh

Diablo Canyon

“Existing contracts that SDG&E had signed from this area, the
Imperial Valley, would only fill up 20 percent of the line,” she
says. “And that means the other 80 percent of the power that
flows over this line could easily — would likely — flow from coalfired power plants elsewhere in the Western United States.”

Capacity:
Generation:

2,300 MW

17,000,000 MWh

The commission voted to approve the line, anyway. Grueneich
cast the only “no” vote.
She says this sort of debate is likely to play out nationwide as
power companies bid to string new lines while expanding and
strengthening the electric grid. Power company investors will
make a profit no matter what kind of electricity the lines carry.
So Grueneich favors new laws requiring power companies to
buy a lot of green electricity.

“This isn’t rocket science. We don’t need to develop
whole new technologies,” she says. “We aren’t making
bets on will we be able to develop a whole new way
of doing things. It’s just really being serious. If we’re
going to spend this money and call something green,
let’s make sure it happens.”
And that comes down to politics. Indeed, bills are winding their
way through Congress that would help ensure that the smart
grid is also green.
- Richard Harris

California Sources
of Electricity
• Gas: 47%
• Hydro: 20%
• Nuclear: 18%
• Geothermal: 7%
• Biomass: 3%
• Wind: 2%
• Oil: 1%
• Coal: Less than 1%
• Solar: Less than 1%
• Other: 1%

Article by Richard Harris, from:

Re-Envisioning Electricity in the U.S. Series - NPR
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The electricity grid is a marvel of reliability, but, in many ways, a throwback to century-old technology. And for a future with more
computers and gizmos of every kind — and more power from renewable sources — the grid is going to need some major work.
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=103415232

WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY?
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O f Th e P l a n t

T

he Morro Bay power plant has had a significant
presence in the community of Morro Bay for over five
decades. Generating and exporting energy for an entire region, the facility employs dozens of citizens and
has supported the city with significant tax revenues.
In recent years the plant has operated less due to the
introduction of more modern, efficient power generation facilities in the region. This has created an opportunity for the plant and its partners to create a
project for transformation while continuing to be a
viable and important component to the local and regional fabric.
Situated at the foot of windy coastal foothills, on the
shores of the Pacific, beneath plentiful California sun
and atop some of the country’s richest geothermal
potential, the 12 million cubic foot plant will become
the shell for studying and developing advanced power
systems to harness the potentials of wind, wave, tidal,
solar and geothermal energies; incubating innovation
in energy production with the potential to not only
supply its own power demand, but to sell clean power
to Morro Bay and the region beyond through the
existing distribution network.

The project and the research it sponsors will heal the
sensitive coastal environments to give new life to
marine and upland ecosystems through investment
in marine habitats, expansion and restoration of the
Little Morro Creek riparian zone.
Utilizing the most advanced technologies available,
the project will capitalize on the efficiencies of
desalinization of brackish water. Coupled with research
and innovation advanced here, the desalinization
plant will be expanded into a vital source of water for
the Morro Bay community as a whole. Natural waste
water processes synched with the adjacent riparian
area will recharge the aquifer and enhance animal and
human habitats.
The new campus will knit together downtown
Morro Bay with the neighborhoods to the north;
reconnecting residents to beaches and open spaces
by way of a completed Embarcadero and new parks
and trail systems. An influx of intellectual capital
and knowledge workers will enhance the vitality of
the town, opening up new educational and cultural
opportunities.
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The reimagination of the Morro Bay power plant as an epicenter of
“green energy” will trigger a sense of purpose throughout the region,
but will be felt most acutely in the neighborhoods nearby. The new
research campus will help transform our perception of the massive
plant structure and iconic smoke stacks into agents of education and
investigation.
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PRECEDENTS
UNIVERSITY PARK, Cambridge

OERSTAD, Copenhagen

An MIT-Forest City joint venture mixed-use development

Mixed-use development adjacent to central Copenhagen that

of office and laboratory buildings that are home to several

integrates IT University, commercial and residential into a

biotechnology companies, residential developments, retail

fabric of open space, transit and significant new investments

areas, parks and open space. MIT continues to own the land,

in cultural facilities. Higher density neighborhoods afford

Forest City holds long-term leases.

extensive natural open space.

TATE MODERN, London
The galleries are housed in the former Bankside Power Station,
which was originally designed by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott, the
architect of Battersea Power Station, and built in two stages
between 1947 and 1963. The power station closed in 1981.
The building was converted by architects Herzog & de Meuron
and contractors Carillion, after which it stood at 99m tall. The
history of the site as well as information about the conversion
was the basis for a 2008 documentary Architects Herzog and

SCRIPPS INSTITUTE, California
Scripps Research is a leader in the discovery and application
of biomedical breakthroughs that improve human health
and is the world’s largest independent non-profit biomedical
research facility. The Institute has become internationally
recognized for its basic research into immunology, molecular
and cellular biology, chemistry, neurosciences, autoimmune
diseases, cardiovascular diseases, virology and synthetic
vaccine development.

de Meuron: Alchemy of Building & Tate Modern. The southern
third of the building was retained by the French power company
EDF Energy as an electrical substation (in 2006, the company
released half of this holding).

SALK INSTITUTE, California

CAL ACADEMY, California

The Salk Institute for Biological Studies is a premier

The California Academy of Sciences is one of the largest

independent, non-profit, scientific research institute located

museums of natural history in the World. Remodeled in 2008,

in La Jolla, California. The institute consistently ranks among

it is located in Golden Gate Park in San Francisco, California.

the top institutions in the US in terms of research output and

The Academy began in 1853 as a learned society and still

quality in the life sciences. In 2004, the Times Higher Education

carries out a large amount of original research, with exhibits

Supplement ranked Salk as the world’s top biomedicine

and education becoming significant endeavours in the 20th

research institute, and in 2009 it was ranked number one

century. The Academy conducts research in a number of fields,

globally by ScienceWatch in the neuroscience and behavior

largely but not exclusively branches of biology: anthropology,

areas. It was founded in 1960 by Jonas Salk, the developer

marine biology, botany, entomology, herpetology, ichthyology,

of the polio vaccine. Among the founding consultants were

invertebrate zoology, mammalogy and ornithology.

Jacob Bronowski and Francis Crick. The institute employs 1200
researchers in 70 research groups and focuses its research in
three areas: Molecular Biology and Genetics; Neurosciences;
and Plant Biology.

Bo01, Malmo, Sweden

EDEN PROJECT, England

An exemplary mixed-use, hyper-sustainable community triggers

A visitor attraction that focuses on education of the

the re-development of a degraded waterfront district.

interrelationship of plants and people. Includes greenhouses
that recreate several biomes. Relies on only rainwater and wind
energy, and is the largest paid tourist attraction in Britain.
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